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Lent IIA: Genesis 12:1-4a, Psalm 121, Romans 4:1-5, 13-17, John 3:1-17 
 

If Nicodemus were a 21st century Christian, I imagine him as an Episcopalian. Deeply 
curious, he has watched Jesus from afar and now he seeks Jesus out for further insight 
into some of the things that are puzzling to him. An intellectual, a rabbi, a teacher, 
someone who engages in asking questions about faith and life. It is his vocation to ask 
big questions, but it seems it is also his personal inclination to probe and ponder. That is 
exactly what Nicodemus does: he goes to find Jesus, genuinely in search of 
understanding from this person he has watched and listened to.  
 

He comes at night, perhaps because the stakes are quite high for him. Nicodemus is at 
the center of temple life. Jesus, on the other hand, has already established himself as a 
bit of an outside agitator. They definitely don’t run in the same circles. What ensues is, 
at best, rather confusing—perhaps one reason that their back-and-forth is often 
bypassed in favor of going straight to the declarative concluding statement, “For God so 
loved the world as to give the only begotten Son.” But their exchange is so important.   
 

It is quite remarkable, I think, that Nicodemus and Jesus are fully committed to their 
conversation. No one walks away in frustration, even though they seem to be speaking 
a different language from one another. I wonder if we are in a bit of a crisis of 
conversation these days. Defenses are heightened and while that seems like a new 
phenomenon, I think that this gospel conversation required some risk-taking. Former 
Presiding Bishop Frank Griswold once said, “Conversation is the beginning of 
conversion.” Not persuasion to a particular point of view, but rather conversion to 
deeper compassion and relationship. Lent is often referred to as a  journey and this 
gospel has some compass points for us as we move more deeply into the season. The 
first compass point might be: conversation is the beginning of conversion. 
 

The dark of nighttime is such a good time for soul-baring conversation. For heart-to-
heart talks, where we can let our guard down and speak most freely and that is 
precisely what happens here. How can these things be? Nicodemus repeats this 
question again and again. I don’t get it.  In a continued desire to truly understand, he 
keeps asking, How does this work? Like Nicodemus, our challenge this morning is to 
stay in the conversation, to try to follow Jesus’s trail of thought: No one can see the 
kingdom of God without being born from above. No one can enter the kingdom of God 
without being born of water and Spirit. And finally, The wind blows where it chooses and 
you hear the sound of it, but you do not know where it comes from or where it goes.  
 

Wind. Last week, we were out in the wilderness with Jesus. This week, even though he 
is back in the big city of Jerusalem, Jesus keeps bringing up the wind. So we are back 
out in the elements. Which leads to compass point number two of this gospel: pay 
attention to the way the wind is blowing. (Technically, this is a job for a weather vane, 
not a compass.) Here on Whidbey, we know wind. There are so many winds. 
Headwinds, tailwinds, warm winds, biting winds, gentle winds, slightest-of-breeze winds 



that can barely ruffle a blade of grass. This wind that Jesus keeps referring to is meant 
to blow Nicodemus and all of us back to the beginning, to remember: “when God 
created the heavens and the earth, the earth was a formless void and darkness covered 
the face of the deep, while a wind from God swept over the waters.” Even before there 
was light and dark, day and night, there was wind, wild and fierce and untamed, swirling 
above the waters. That Wind, God’s very breath,  present at the birth of all of creation. 
That’s the wind Jesus is talking about. No wonder Jesus seems confused as to why 
Nicodemus, a scholar in all things religious, doesn’t understand.  
 

This leads to compass point number three. It is not enough to know about the Wind. Or 
to talk about the Wind. Or to listen to the Wind. Or even to watch the Wind (breathtaking 
as that is). Compass point number three: it is all about going into the Wind. Wind that 
swirls and sweeps and wakes up every fiber in your being, so that your skin is tingling 
with life. I happened to drive up to Deception Pass this week, with this gospel story of 
wind on my mind. And all of a sudden, certain signs stood out and took on a different 
meaning. Severe side wind ahead for the next mile. We wish you fair winds and calm 
seas. A road named Wind Dancer Place. (I am not making this up.) And suddenly, this 
gospel conversation became a beckoning from Jesus for Nicodemusto come out into 
the Wind, to experience the Wind and the breath and the Spirit. To not just engage his 
mind in thinking about God as a concept, but to engage his whole body, his whole self 
in the experience of God. To become, in essence, a Wind Dancer.  
 

To intentionally go into the Wind is not always advisable. And that brings us back to 
Abram and Sarai. In this very brief little passage from Genesis, God tells them to “Go 
forth.” To leave everything they knew—their family, their friends, their people, their 
livelihood—all that they had known for all their lives, in order to go out into the unknown 
Wind. And here’s the final, fourth compass point (and I want to thank Kathryn Rickert for 
pointing this out): pay attention to Genesis 12:4b. If you are thinking about getting a 
tattoo, while many people choose John 3:16, I recommend Genesis 12:4b. You won’t 
find it in your bulletin because the lectionary stops at 4a. But Genesis 12:4b is essential: 
And Abram was 75 years old when he [and Sarai] departed from Haran. Back in the 
day, 75 wasn’t the “new 55.” Back in the day, this was akin to saying, “When Abram and 
Sarai were older—way older—than any of you who are hearing their story, they were 
told to go forth from all that they had known. When they were not only of a certain age, 
but well past a certain age—they went out into the Wild Wind. How did the wind feel on 
their faces as they set out? How did they feel within as they set out? Was their breath 
deep and calm with the certainty that they were doing the right thing? We don’t know, 
but I doubt it. We don’t know how they felt, but we do know their names were not 
changed until they set forth into the Wind. They were born again, recreated and 
refashioned and renamed just at the beginning of their journey of becoming all of who 
they were created to be.  
 

Sometimes, we in the church tend to think that our best days are behind us. What I hear 
this morning is that it is not time to lament, it is time to go forth into the Wind. I wonder if 
we averaged the ages of all of us gathered, online and in person, the 8:00 and the 
10:30, if our average age would be about 75. Genesis 12:4b. We are just at the 
beginning! Going forth into the Wind is the beginning of blessing. Blessings, by the way, 



are often described as being a lot like the wind! They swirl within and around and about, 
going where they will, always embracing more and more people into the wild and 
untameable circles of grace and love. The gospel doesn’t narrow the way to new life, as 
some have interpreted. Rather, it says, Come out into the Wind. Join the dance of the 
Wind. Lent is supposed to be about challenge and I have one for all of us this week: when 

you are out in the wind or simply quietly sitting paying attention to your breathing this 
week, how is God recreating you this day? What is God recreating in you?  
 
 
 
 
 

 


